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Will Hurricane Earl be a Guest  
in the White House? 

Elul 21, 5770, 8/31/2010 
 
Note from Pastor Kevin Lea:  The first of the following two articles was written by a Jewish meteorologist 
(Ilya) to a Rabbi Brody.  The author is noticing that the path and timing of hurricane Earl may cause 
devastation along the East Coast of America.  He also notes that it will become a threat at the exact same 
time that Obama is forcing Israel to concede God’s land to Muslim Arabs.  The second article by 
Worldnetdaily.com explains how Obama is extorting Israel to make peace ― or else.  
 
Much has been written about how many terrible “natural” disasters seem to coincide with countries 
trying to weaken or destroy Israel.  These occurrences are so frequent that I believe it can only be 
attributed to God’s judgment rather than coincidence.   
 
I pray that Americans will repent of the evil we have committed in turning away from the true God and 
Savior Jesus, then trust in Him as the only way to be saved and trust in the God of the Bible.  Maybe then 
He will be merciful to us and give us the wisdom to elect people who also have a healthy fear of the true 
God.  Failure to repent may soon lead to our demise. 
 

Joel 3:1  "For behold, in those days and at that time, when I bring back the captives of 
Judah and Jerusalem,  2  I will also gather all nations, and bring them down to the Valley 
of Jehoshaphat; and I will enter into judgment with them there on account of My people, 
My heritage Israel, whom they have scattered among the nations; they have also divided 
up My land.  (NKJ)   

September 2, the day of the planned DC Summit aimed at forcing Israel into evacuating large 
sections of our holy homeland for an illusion of peace is the same day when Earl is expected to 
hit the US East Coast... 

 Dear Rabbi Brody, 

I am a meteorologist and forecast as part of my profession. We look at computer data to forecast 
the weather, and while this data leaves quite a bit of room for error it still has nevertheless been 
used with quite impressive results because of H"s [HaShem – “The Name” = God] sophisticated 
and orderly conducting of the world and the information he allows us to peek at to see that 
weather is not random or chaotic but rather an intricate and orderly system that He guides with 
intense precision and Hasgacha Pratis [Divine Providence]. 

The reason I am emailing you tonight (this morning your time) is because there are some very 
ominous signs developing over the tropical Atlantic Ocean that I have been monitoring and after 
a further review of this (and with more data coming in) decided I needed to let you know about 
this. 

A hurricane is developing north of the Virgin Islands. Its name is Earl and its sustained winds are 
currently sitting at 100 mph, with steady intensification occurring. The forecast models over the 
next several days feature a rather complex weather pattern with varying 
possibilities...however...the latest data shows this storm to continue to get stronger as it makes a 
turn toward the Eastern United States. Right now, the prognostic charts still feature the hurricane 
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to stay just off the US East Coast, however, not by much any more. The latest run of one of the 
forecast models we are looking at shows this hurricane to become possibly very strong as it 
approaches the Mid Atlantic US from Virginia to New York to Boston around Thursday 
September 2 and Friday September 3.  

This is the time of the US-forced Israel-Palestinian "peace" meeting to be held in Washington 
D.C. 

As always I really appreciate your insight on Lazer Beams, and your message reaches scores of 
people all over the world. May Hashem bless you and Rabbi Arush as you continue to point 
people to the Truth, and encourage people to open their eyes! Most sincerely, Ilya, USA 

Obama 'Blackmailing' Israel Amid U.S. Summit? 

Threat would create Palestinian country outside 
of coordination with Jewish state 

Posted: August 31, 2010 
9:19 pm Eastern 

By Aaron Klein 
© 2010 WorldNetDaily  

JERUSALEM – If Israel and the Palestinian Authority fail to reach an 
agreement within the next year, the Obama administration could support a 
United Nations resolution that would unilaterally recognize a Palestinian 
state, senior PA officials told WND.  

The officials were speaking ahead of a major summit that starts today in 
Washington to launch direct talks between Israel and the PA. The foreign 

ministers of Egypt and Jordan will also take part in the summit.  

Sources in both the PA and Israel told WND the Obama administration did not impose any 
preconditions for the summit, a move that is somewhat out of character for the U.S. president. It 
was Obama who urged Israel to halt all Jewish construction in the West Bank and eastern 
Jerusalem as a precondition for indirect negotiations last November.  

Under intense pressure, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu froze Jewish West Bank 
construction for 10 months, a moratorium set to expire at the end of September.  

PA officials told WND they received an American pledge against any new Jewish construction 
into the foreseeable future in the West Bank or eastern sections of Jerusalem, excluding what are 
known as the three main settlement blocs – Gush Etzion, Maale Adumin and Ariel.  

The PA officials said the U.S. has been negotiating the borders of a future Palestinian state that 
would see Israel eventually withdraw from most of the West Bank and some areas of eastern 
Jerusalem with the exception of the three blocs.  
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While the PA does not believe it will see an actual Palestinian state within a year, it expects in 
that time it will take over many more neighborhoods in the West Bank and eastern Jerusalem that 
are normally controlled on the ground by Israel.  

The PA said the expectation is based on pledges by the Obama administration.  

Still, both Israeli leaders and PA officials told WND that following today's summit they do not 
expect any major momentum toward a future Palestinian state until after November's midterm 
elections. Officials on both sides believe Obama sees a heavy-handed approach toward Israeli-
Palestinian talks as a potential liability in the run-up to the elections.  

Netanyahu is headed to today's summit with the knowledge that if talks are not ultimately 
fruitful, Obama could back the unilateral declaration of a Palestinian state outside the framework 
of coordination with Israel.  

The threat to create a Palestinian state using a U.N. vote is not new.  

Last year, Ahmed Qurei, former PA prime minister and member of the Palestine Liberation 
Organization executive committee, told WND in an interview that the PA "reached an 
understanding with important elements within the administration" to possibly bring to the U.N. 
Security Council a resolution to unilaterally create a Palestinian state.  

Asked to which "elements" he was referring, Qurei would only say they were from the Obama 
administration.  

Despite widespread assumptions the U.S. would veto any such U.N. Security Council resolution, 
PA officials told WND the Obama administration did not threaten to veto their conceptual 
unilateral resolution.  

"The U.S. has a history of never before vetoing any U.N. move to create a new state," a PA 
negotiator pointed out.  

Today's summit will begin with U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton hosting one-to-one 
discussions with Netanyahu, PA President Mahmoud Abbas, the foreign ministers of Jordan and 
Egypt, and Tony Blair, envoy of the 'Quartet' of Middle East peace negotiators – the United 
Nations, the U.S., the European Union and Russia.  

 


